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ABSTRACT
This paper presents an application of a current research in soft robotics to architectural
systems that present new modes of activation. The immediate architectural applications
of soft actuated elements are to any surface—wall, ceiling, floor—as well as in the
production of smaller autonomous living units. This augmentation of architecture—
that is not only actuated robotics but also soft entities—adds a layer of intelligence
to earlier experiments in inflatable architecture. Using new polymer compounds, cast
with a series of internal chambers, different ranges of motion may be produced by the
differential inflation of chambers with air. The resulting movement may be designed
to produce a series of degrees of freedom, allowing the passage of human occupants,
light, and views.
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1

INTRODUCTION

With the increasing production of plastics, architects such as Haus-Rucker-Co and
Coop Himmelb(l)au in Vienna designed and prototyped architectural spaces that were
entirely inflated. Archigram in London was doing the same in the projects Cushicle
and the Suitaloon. In Cambridge, Massachusetts, Architecture Machine Group director Nicholas Negroponte published Soft Architecture. These projects were interested
in architecture that was pliant and changeable. They were also an ideological break a
modernist architecture controlled from top-down forces to a distributed model of communal self-initiative to plug in.
From that time of foment, recent developments in Soft Robotics, adaptive materials, as
well as accessibility to electromechanical components are now allowing for a renewed
interest in Soft Architecture. This paper will present a soft robotic research prototype
designed and engineered for the purposes of architectural studies at multiple scales.
This full-scale soft robotic machine is complete with actuations that are soft—able to
move without mechanical joints—and displays several motions. Furthermore, it can be
arrayed with other soft robots for larger architectural applications. Actuation can be
triggered by sensors and on-board processor to one of several Motion Control Tables,
dependent on scenario. As a wearable device, the soft robot can wrap around the neck.
In a simple architectural system such as a partition, the soft robots can sense a human
approach and create an opening. At the urban scale, individual Soft House units based
on the Banham and Dallegret Environment Bubble (1965) can combine into a housing
field to share resources.
This paper presents Soft Architecture re-interpreted by Soft Robotics to investigate a
higher order of reconfiguration beyond the historic type, that is, according to dynamic
scenarios of occupancy as well as movement. The former requires local movement
constrained along an axis, and the latter proposes global movement as a terrain. These
movements are produced by Motion Control Tables that coordinate individual units.

2

SOFT ARCHITECTURE

2.1 PRECEDENTS
2.1.1 Intelligent Architectural Systems
In the 1975 publication Soft Architecture Machines, Nicholas Negroponte defines a type
of construction of flexible collection and occupation. However, he does not provide a
definition of soft architecture. It is only in his preface where he briefly mentions soft
robots by his colleagues, with whom he shares interest but judges without evidence
of development or even potential. Rather, he outlines a new agenda of spaces and
buildings that are conformal and flexible. The rationale was in dispute of static and rigid
materials and tectonics of existing building traditions; he was promoting architecture
that was responsive and self-aware.
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The colleague that Negroponte mentions is Warren Brodey, author of The Design of
Intelligent Environments: Soft Architecture who clearly defines soft architecture as an
artificial human-machine system, an intelligent and evolving environment of shared
goals that supersedes a rigid external environment of the past. Brodey’s thesis was the
extension and an application of computational agency in architecture that was part of a
wider movement of cybernetics and artificial intelligence.
2.1.2
Soft Building Modules
Today for the first time in the history of mankind, at this moment when immensely
developed science and perfected technology offer the means, we are building what
we want, making an architecture that is not determined by technique, but that uses
technique - pure, absolute architecture.
— Hollein, Pichler, Forms and Designs, 1963
Driven by an agitprop spirit, as well as space-race imagery seen on television and print
media, architectural groups in postwar Vienna and London were turning to new construction techniques of polymers and even aerosols and pharmaceuticals to promote
new architecture. Hans Hollein and Walter Pichler would declare an Absolute Architecture encompassing wearables, spray propellant and psychotropic pills, and HausRucker-Co would produce several projects consisting of inflated spaces.
In London, Archigram would provide a change of scales from individual architectural
suits to instant cities. Accelerated by the inroads of computation and their promise of
cybernetic relationships among human and nonhuman participants, architecture was
foregrounding a future of new agency and response.
Within the open framework of soft architecture and even soft urbanism, what can be
determined is the scale of research that adapts current robotic work, and reinterprets
these historical designs in a way that is extrapolative.

3

SOFT ROBOTICS

3.1 PRECEDENTS: SOFT ROBOTICS AND ADAPTIVE
MATERIAL TECHNOLOGIES
Most robotic systems are hard, that is, composed of metallic structures with joints
based on conventional bearings….Our designs use networks of channels in elastomers
that inflate like balloons for actuation. We decided to use a series of parallel chambers embedded in elastomers as a repeating component; stacking or connecting these
components enables us to design and test prototype structures providing complex
movements by intuition (empirically). Complex motion requires only a single source of
pressure and the movement can be designed by appropriate selection of the distribution, configuration, and size of the embedded pneumatic network.
— Whitesides Research Group, Harvard University
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A branch of research and applied science of robotics, soft robots are normally pneumatic devices that move without the use of mechanical fasteners or joints. The resulting
motion allows for organic movement that is supple and flexible to operate in otherwise
tight spaces that would stop robots of rigid construction. Robotics that do not have rigid
links include those with inflatable bodies and pneumatic links (Sanan, Lynn, and Griffith
2014) as well as soft flesh for realistic humanoid animatronics (Hanson and White 2004).
The implications in this field are in physical contact with human or other biological subjects, and new modes of locomotion from walking to jellyfish propulsion (Mossadegh
et al. 2014). Gripping, cradling, and handling of delicate objects is one domain of soft
robotics (Kapadia and Yim 2012). These compliant mechanisms can also deform, elongate, flatten or inflate to differing scenarios, allowing for environment-ready adaptations.
Researchers at the Whitesides Research Group of the Wyss Institute at Harvard University are also taking on bio-inspired material studies that can self-regulate homeostasis
or alter coloration. These materials can by shape memory polymer as well as synthetic
biological systems (Tolley et al. 2014).
Modular roboticists such as those at the ModLab at the University of Pennsylvania are
combining soft robotics and adaptive materials to their core research into modular robotics, a device-based chain of self-similar units that can recombine into varying configurations, or produce different walking gaits (White et al. 2011).
3.2 CURRENT WORK
3.2.1 Responsive Polymers
Earlier methods we employed were shape memory polymer in the service of architectural surfaces. Shape memory polymers are flexible cast surfaces that can be trained to
revert to an original form after being deformed. No external mechanisms are necessary:
the dynamic change is a chemical one. In our tests, we were able to cure the polymer to
react to body temperature so that openings in an enclosure would be created.
The interest in this adaptive material is its autonomy and non-reliance on any mechanical or electrical actuator but its own chemistry, and its preprogrammed threshold of
activation. This threshold is a matter of ratios in the mixture of monomer, cross-linker,
and photo initiator. However, there are two limiting factors that did limit further study:
degradation in the performance after a number of actuations, and a fixed response and
action that cannot be altered as needed.
3.2.2 Soft Robotic Unit Production
The method of producing soft robotics is normally with polymers and elastomers. The
binding agent may also hold components embedded into its body when cast. Some soft
robots can be concatenated units into larger assemblies. The soft robot we have created
is a double-pour linear tentacle, or PneuNet style (Mosadegh et al. 2013), with several
bladders or air cavities. These cavities are connected to valves so that when inflated in

Figure 1 + 2
Study of shape memory polymer (Credit: Nick Puckett).
Curing the polymer with UV light (left); Active envelope
(right) (Credit: Daniel Davis).
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different timings, various motions can be made. These cavities are evenly spaced but
decrease in size after initial tests were made with uniformity in both spacing and size.
The movements of air along these channels are best used in diminishing volumes.

Figure 3
Pneunet style soft robot displaying air chamber distribution.

Figure 4
Mixing of silicone parts A, B, in 1:1 ratio, then placed in
degasser before pouring into molds.

3.2.3 Soft Robotic System: Motion Control Tables
A Motion Control Table is a series of settings used to sequentially inflate the individual
cavities within the soft robot to produce specific motion patterns. Different motions
can be managed as directed from the on-board processor. The Motion Control Tables
can individually drive one soft robotic unit to bend away or bend towards, and each
one can be controlled by another Motion Control Table that activates a larger array of
soft robotic units. This method of control requires that each unit have just one adjustable parameter (one degree of freedom) so that the unit can bend to various degrees
from slight to tightly coiled. In the snake figures above, there is only one chamber per
snake, however multiple chambers can enable multiple degrees of freedom for more
complicated wave patterns.
This paper explores two types of units; for the first, the adjustable parameter is number
of valves open to a chamber to control bending, and for the second the adjustable
parameter is the rotation of a baseplate (see Tables 1 and 2). Each column corresponds
to one unit in the group, and each row states the parameter values for a given step in
the motion. Using variable air valve values, an array of soft robots can wave or coil.
Using variable baseplate rotations, an array of soft robots can produce openings and
passageways.

Figures 5 + 6 (next page)
Soft Robotic Unit: Top and bottom pours joined, left to
cure overnight, then connected to three-way, normally
closed solenoid valves and compressor regulated from
150 to 25 psi.
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4

ACTUATION AND CONFIGURABILITY

4.1 SOFT WEAR AND SOFT WALL
This prototype consists of fixed geometry modules of air pockets within a single arm. It
is maximally long at 500mm for the purposes of a flexible wearable and partition.
The Soft Wear utilizes pneumatic air inflation to create its movement. The unit itself
is made out of silicone, with air channels molded out of the body. The voids of the air
channel are linked to compressed air that is pumped into the snake body with variable
speed, providing movement.

5

FUTURE WORK AND IMPLICATIONS

We are expanding the application of the Soft Robitc Unit to larger architectural modules,
envelopes, and landscapes.
5.1 SOFT POD: VARIABLE GEOMETRY
When your house contains such a complex of piping, flues, ducts, wires, lights, inlets,
outlets, ovens, sinks, refuse disposers, hi-fi reverberators, antennae, conduits, freezers,
heaters – when it contains so many services that the hardware could stand up by itself
without any assistance from the house, why have a house to hold it up?
— Reyner Banham, 1965

Figure 6

The use of Soft Robotic Units into a Soft Robotic System is scalable and predictive for
larger architectural applications. With the application of the Soft Robotic System, we
can reclaim historical statements and projects such as the one by Banham and Dallegret
in 1965.

Figure 7
Pneumatic diagram of Soft Robotic System as wearable.

With new methods, however, computational control can move the Soft House along a
terrain or open its enclosure for light and air. With the original techno-fetishist iconography of solid state television, radio, and fixtures, a milder version controlled by a user
interface is available. For the Soft House, the air chambers of the Soft Robotic Units
would be chained together into a thickened inflated volumetric envelope. Each chamber
would bifurcate from larger to smaller volumes that can be actuated so open apertures
or to move the Soft House.
5.2 SOFT CITY: VARIABLE GEOMETRY
The largest application of the Soft Robotic System would be a large-scale active membrane that can envelope buildings and create terrain that is robotically actuated and
controlled. As a building envelope, benefits from solar gain and environmental controls
would be compounded over a secondary layer of urban space that is created among
separate and discrete urban buildings. As a terrain, the Soft Urban Terrain can change
points of access.

Figure 8
Circuit schematic.
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Figure 9
Prototype of Soft Robotic System as wearable.

Figure 10
Schematic for Soft Wall demonstrating dynamic openings
using Soft Robotic System.

Figure 13
Soft Environment over interior objects.

Figure 14
Soft Urban Terrain with occupants above and below.

Figure 11 + 12
Drawn after Dallegret and Banham, The Environment
Bubble, 1965 (top); and Soft House, 2015 (bottom).
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Table 1
Motion Control Table for Wave

Table 2
Motion Control Table for Rotation
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